Low-pass biquadratic filters providing a high attenuation rate in the stopband are presented. This feature achieves better high frequency parameters, even with conventional (e.g. low consumption) active elements. Analysis and improvements of the Sallen-Key filter, as well as a biquadratic filter based on the second generation current conveyor CCII are also presented. The optimisation relies on the parasitic transfer zeros elimination.
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Introduction:
The low-pass frequency filters aim to remove signals located above the cut-off frequency, f 0 . However, the attenuation is not sufficient for many real active filters, mainly due to limited GBW product and non-zero R OUT of an operational amplifier (OA). A solution to overcome this effect is to employ better high frequency components, leading to increased power consumption. This limitation is the subject of many previous works, where the degradation of the ideal -40 dB roll-off slope was analysed and the compensation techniques were proposed [1] [2] [3] [4] .
In the following circuits, the stopband attenuation is improved by the division of the frequency band between the active component and passive circuit; the active component contributes to the resonance gain and transfer up to f 0 , whereas the passive circuit allows the required attenuation to be reached up to very high frequencies. This solution is provided by an unconventional definition of the filter outputs.
Improved Sallen-Key filter:
A typical circuit exhibiting limitations in the stopband is the well-known Sallen-Key (SK) network [5] shown in Fig.1 . The cutoff frequency f 0 and quality factor Q are given by:
To achieve low sensitivities ( 0 ,Q S Ω ) and unity passband transfer, the filter is usually designed with a unity gain amplifier (see Fig. 1 ). In the real SK filter, we can observe the imperfections as the shift of f 0 and Q (see [6] for the compensation by predistortion), or mentioned limited stopband attenuation. For instance, the frequently used solution shown in [2] consists of an additional passive RC filter compensating the parasitic zero (see also [7] for a third-order SK-like circuit).
It can be shown that the parasitic zeros originate mainly due to the direct signal path from the filter input through R 1 and C 1 to the output node v OUT1 . This output node is characterised by the output impedance increasing at higher frequencies, thus causing a higher output voltage when approaching the frequency limits of OA (see [2] where this effect is demonstrated).
Fig. 1 Sallen-Key low-pass biquadratic section with standard output (v OUT1 ) [2] and output of buffered node (2) v OUT2 (type II SK).
By analysis performed with the first-order model of OA (characterised by DC gain A 0 , dominant pole ω p and output resistance R OUT ), we can determine the frequency of the triple parasitic zero, at which the attenuation of the SK filter reaches maximum level:
Increasing this frequency can be achieved by a suitable topological transformation of the original SK circuit, namely by the interruption of the mentioned direct signal path between the filter input and output. As the voltage follower (VF 1 ) exhibits ideal unity gain, the voltage v OUT1 is equal to the voltage found in node (2) . Here, the influence of i C1 is cancelled by the zero reverse transfer of VF 1 and the high suppression is provided by the passive network R 2 C 2 . The high frequency transfer between the input node and node (2) results in a double parasitic zero of frequency f Z2 :
By comparing (2) and (3), f Z2 reaches a substantially higher value due to the low R OUT and reduced order of the root. Equation (3) also allows arbitrarily locate the f Z2 via the choice of filter impedance level. This allows a considerable improvement of the SK filter by adding an voltage buffer into node (2), as shown in Fig. 1 . We label furthermore this structure as the modified type II SK filter. The impact of this solution on the attenuation floor can be evaluated by the example of the filter characteristics shown in Fig. 2 , measured on a biquadratic filter designed for f 0 = 1.5 MHz and Q = 1/√2 with a f T = 300 MHz OA. In addition, further increasing of the attenuation was obtained: approximately by 20 dB when designing the filter with C 1 = 200 pF. However, the solution for removing all parasitic zeros from the filter response will be shown in the following Section.
CCII-section without parasitic zero:
A biquadratic filter without a parasitic zero exhibits ideally constant −40 dB/dec. roll-off slope. The presented network makes use of a second generation current conveyor CCII- [8] and is based on techniques presented in [9] . In the circuit shown in Fig. 3 , the input signal is connected to the low impedance node X through R 1 and coupled with a node Z according to i Z = -i X . The current output Z is loaded by the passive network composed of the R 2 and shunt capacitors C 1 and C 2 . The f 0 is identical with (1) and the value Q yields as:
In comparison to the SK filter, the circuit from Fig. 4 ideally contains no signal path between the input v IN and output v OUT . At higher frequencies, the transmission of the input signal is interrupted by the voltage follower between the terminals X and Y and by the high attenuation of the passive network. This is why terminal Y of CCII-forms the filter output. 
Requirements on the voltage buffer:
The output buffers VF 2 are intended to create new low-impedance outputs in the passband. Therefore, relatively low f T frequency (low consumption) devices can be used. Eventually, the buffer can be avoided by a direct connection of a following high impedance input (e.g. input of an A/D converter), providing economical design. Moreover, a choice of voltage buffer VF 2 can contribute to the low DC offset of the SK filter.
Conclusion:
We focused on the increasing of the suppression rate of biquadratic lowpass frequency filters, by the unconventional definition of the filter outputs. The technique was demonstrated on a simple SK filter and the final solution based on the CCIIbiquadratic section without parasitic zero in the frequency response was presented. The results show the practical benefits of this method, obtained with ordinary active elements. The use of the presented filter structures can therefore facilitate the optimisation of the circuit parameters as the maximum cut-off frequency, dynamic range, power consumption, or the circuit costs.
